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PREFACE:
The launch of LkMSn has provided the y water resource manager and
practical hydrologist with broad prospects for efficient acquisi-
tion of data usable for hydrologic land use assegsrvint, surface
cover classification, physiographi.r analysis, surface water inven-
tory, and for the e-ttraction of infonration pertinent to soil pro-
perties. This infomatior, has value for ounstruAing hydrologic
planning models aired at 9stimating Freak outflow from rainfall in-
puts.
The reduction of satellite data to practical, operational informa-
tior, requires a clear, easily applicable methodnloay for oanvertinq
tlese data into gvsntitative hydrologic parameters.
The fundamental objective of this effort is the developrent of such a
methcxblogy and its transfer to hydrologic users. It was realized
that such technology transfer could be made far more effective by the
parallel development and eventual c wnnstrati,on of the results of a
model, specifically structured to tako full advantage of the capabil-
ity of IANDSAT -- for example, its f rey-pu nt recurrence and comsecr lent
ability to determine seasonal variat:L-)r>a in tlx^ watershed's conditions.
The category of Plannim Models wa;s c}ms:en for development and demon-
stration because of the wide diffusion of s>>ch models down to capil-
lary levels within the hierarchy of water resources users, arxj because
their implementation is relatively siren )lef tYon real-time managcrent
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f	 models, thous me:kLag optimum use oL thr3 resources available for this
effort.
wnsequently e the effort was stru+ct are. along two major routes: the
davelopmant of a hydrologic planniN model sE&-if icalJ y based inn
^► o i
i
remotely sensed inputs, including its test and verification fran ex—
 i
isting records; and the application of I VIDW data to supplying the
model ' s quantitative parametxrs and ( xm:fficients. Included was the
investigation of the use of LANDW data as information inputs to
all categories of hydrologic models requiring cnmntitat.ive surface
parameters for their effective functioning.
The effort thus far has oolisitted of two phase =s. The first focused
on the definition of the "dirivea-s" - those hydrologic processes to
which peak runoff is most sensitive - and upon the synthesis of a
simple yet effective model for the estbmtion of long-recurrence out-
flows. The results of the first phase effort were presented in the
Final Report, "The Application of Re3mtes Sensing to the Development
and Formulation of Hydrologic PlaruuAq Models," dated January, 1975.
The second phase has extended this work to include the development
of a routim model for use in sensitivity analvses, and a quantita-
tive investigation of the accuracy and ax1pleteness of the hydrologic
informaticm which can be extracted from remtely-sensed imagery.
This document reports the findings and conclusions of the Phase-two
effort: it includes a sumrriary of the results of the earlier w)rk.
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of critical concern tc: water resources planners and engineers is the
ability to forecast peak flow events. The cauab.ility to estimate the
nv*gnitude and duration of large-recurrence outflo w g Nas a sigraficant
impact  upon the accuracy of sizing and designin g waterworks, and thus
on thp►.ir opt.
The tool available to the Planner for these purpr--tvi is the hydrologic
model. Alt:rot4i the inputs of different mcx3els vary, all require sig-
nificant Tiantiti.es of physiographic and hydrologic information; these
data are typically expersive to obtain W are often only partially
available. Remote sensing offers a new source of information which
formerly had to he acquired by less efficient means or iyrored al-
together.
The first phase of this effort, conducted from February to pecerber
1974, addressed four pertinent topics:
1) Identification of the "drivers" of peak flow events, i.e.
the hydrologic phencmc_na (infiltration, antervwle.nt soil
moisture, etc.) to %%4iich the watershed's outflow is most
sensitive.
2) The develofmsnt of a nrxlel axVitible to t *i inx<irnrn degree
with remotely-sensed hydrologic inntits.
3) Verification of Vhc model for actual watersheds.
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4) Preliminary identification of the efficincy of rarote serr-
sing in determining the pararnsters of the model.
1.1) Investigation of Driver Phsrxmena
The investigation of the hydrologic drivers was acamplished by own
paring the relative rates and magnitudes of hvdrolooie processes cur
tributing to the runoff from long--recurrenoe events to ascertain which
are important and which can be neglected without significant loss of
accuracy.
Rain falling on a watershed is subject to several processes which ab-
stract water and govern the flow. It was found thmt several processes
can be omitted in the fo=ulation of a peak rate model because of their
limited impact. Except for very special. circa stanoes, peak flow can
be adequately modelled by considering only precipitation, infiltration
and surface flow - both overland and in the channel.
The set of the principal drivers of planning models can thus be de-
fined as shown in Table 1, which al.3o indicates that several of the
drivers are re, tely measurable or inferrable.
1.2) Devwlopmer:t of RM'vte Sersiny Pbdel
The following criteria were followed in the structurinq of a peak-rate
model:
1) The model would be modular, to allow the user flexibility of
applicatia¢ i.
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TABLE 1
PLANNING MODEL COMPONENTS
^t
IF 4
PROCESSES DRIVERS REMOTE SENSING
POTENTIAL
Overland Flow Slope
:surface Friction
Drainage Density &
Pattern
Infiltration Soil Permeabilities
Soil Moisture Capacity
Antecedent Soil
Moisture
Rainfall Regional & Seasonal
Recurrence Statistics
F;
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2) The model would provide the long-recmTenee peak outflow rater
de elopnent of a model to yield the hydtoetraph was reserved
for a later phase of the effort.
The peak rube model was =structed from the following modules:
Rain Pecurrencae Module: an wpirical formulation used to calcu-
late the expected magnitude of large recurrence rainfalls.
Rainfall Spatial Obrrectian Module: the introduction of a factor
to omrmrt point rainfall to its areal enuivalent for large basins.
Subo-surface Abstractions (Infiltration) Module: the Holtan in-
filtration equation, relating infiltration rate to maturity of
cover, average vegetative cover, and soil moisture capacity.
Overland Flow Nodule: a for elation which relates maximum over-
land flow rate to watershed slope, area, surface friction, channel
length and rainfall inf,+:):.
3	 1
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where- 0 - maximun outflow rate, m"/sec/km2
L = channel length, m
1 - length of average strip, m
n - average Manning's "n"
routlg factor
= K al T 2
K - infiltration and spatial correction factor
T - rain recurrence interval, years
s average slope, rrVm
CL l, 012 0 013 = constants, function of location
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1. 3) Verification of the tbdal
Validation of the modal required testing against a sat of real water-
sheds possessing long-term reaor n and reprmmting a variety of at-
virmnsntal oonditions. Such a set has bona developed by the U.S.
Oepartmw* of Agriculture, Agricultaral Research Service (ARS). From
1/
this set of approWmately 250 watersheds, the basins with area greater
than 40 hectares were selected to form the analytic sample.	 {
Initial verification of the model was made on a subset of nine basins
selected for geographic and hydrologic diversity. The cm ►puted flow
rate and the rate statistically derived from the maasurement records
were ompared. amputation of peak flow was also made using other
models iu oomon usage - the Rational Fbrmula, the S.C.S. model, and
Cbok's equation - for the game watershed sample.
The peak-rate model yielded estimates within t15% of those derived
from runoff records for seven of the nine test watersheds. The re-
sults for two watersheds eroeeded this a=uracy bound. It appeared
that these large errors might be attributable to the "oanplexity" of
the two basins, both of which are composed of numerous sub-basins of
diverse characteristics hew.e requiring more cmVlex routing than irr-
oorpmated in the model. The develoumant of the routing module will
be described in Mapter III.
1.4) Identification of the Role of Re mote Sensing in Hydrologic
Modelling
A visual analysis was performed of one watershed, at Chickashm,
Oklahoma, from black and white, Band 5, LkMSAT imagery. The findings
1.a
371!
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of this asvklysl .s shmmd that substantial hydrologic information can
be measured frcm low resoluti.m, single-band, black rind white in
agery. The parameters identified and measured were; sLaface water
bodies, Lend Use Type 2 and 3 surface cover classes, channel length,
and watershed area.
1.5) Qowlusims from the First Pharr: Effort
1. A model for the prediction of peak flow e\,vnts was struc-
tured, specifically designed to take mrsxurmm advantage of
the data and information stream available frcm rawte sen-
sing .
2. The predictions of the model in its simplified version were
bested against:
a. The predictions from three of the most mployed contemr-
porary planning models •-- i.e., the Rational Fbrnula
method, cook's method, and the Soil Conservation Servioe
method; and,
b. The statistical recurrence analysis of the streamgage
records of the nine test watersheds.
3. The results indicate that, within the range of applicabil-
ity of its simplified version, the model appears to be an
isrprovarent over aonventional hydrologic planning models.
4. The techniques for extracting the model inputs and para-
meters frcam remotely sensed information were investigated.
Y
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'!lair feasibility was identified hey visual analysis of
IAMW bvq y for the W. watarshsd at Chickasha,
Oklahnaa.
CHAPTER II
APPMA0 t TO TIDE PIWr 2 F>E7-M
The Phase 1 effort aoa -:Atrated in two areAs.
1) it* kVmvwwt and extan3e d verification of the planning
model, including routing.
2) The Analysis of LNMSAT imsgery to determine practical pioeer-
disr, s for the Extraction of quantitative I dtologic infonoa-
tion usable in Plar d .^ Models.
The first area included four tasks. a) the extension of the peak-rate
model to a larger, statistically significant watershed sample; b) the
analysis of the time-profile of the critical rainfall and of the re-
g JaAl and seasonal characteristics of peak flow to determine what
is this "planning rain," i.e., the rainfall which defines the critical
outflow; c) the sensitivity of overland flaw to changes of physical
basin parmneters; and, d) the xpthesis of a routing model based on
renotaly-sensed inputs.
The second area consisted of three tasks: a) investigation of tech-
niques for extraction of hydrologic data; b) investigation to deter-
mine the infow ation content of each MSS band ar yl multi-band oamt-ina-
tions; and, c) in-depth quantitative analysis of a specific watershed
from LANDS" data.
MIJ-
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3.1) pearled Verification of Peak-Asto Modal
A total of thirtr-one basins sat!.tying the criteria of "simplicity*
were selected in this effort. These watersheds ranged in area from 40
to about 2000 hectares. The parameters required were computed for each
. Z
wateretmsd, and the peak rate model was run for each of the 31 simple
watersheds, as were the S.C.S. formula, Cook's model and the Rational
fasmula. Maas entire for the peak rate mmodel were about 56% compared
with 62.5t, 99.26, and 80.31, for the S.C.S., Cook, and Rational models,
respectively. Statistical tests rash on the errory indicated that an
i tiprovenent had been realized.
j	 DevelO A :41% of the peak rats model made apparent some other potential
i	 souir,as of forecast orrors. Zb improve prediction accuracy of the
muting rwdwl, several questioners -heeded to be answered:
1) What is the "planning rain," i.e. what rainfall input corres-
ponds to the peak flaw output and what are its twgporal and
areal distributions?
: 2) %hat seasonal and geographic factors are pertinent? Do rain-
fall and runoff exhibit propensities to occur during particu-
lar seasons in particular locations? *At seasonally variant
conditions should be included in the modal?
3) What is the quantitative sensitivity of basin runoff to vari-
ations in surface parameters? Now accurately, than, does one
;j eOOR
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rod to mown ro slope, friction facs»rs, etc. to obviate the
irstroduction of unaooep#sbls errors.
4) Hcw should the appropriate basin sub-area be selected? Sinoa
values for each micro element of the basin are costly to am-
sure in practice, how should the hydrologic parameters be aeon
bind into an average value yielding correct results?
The following describes each crmmitinn and presents the solution derived.
In general, no single type of rain went causes the peak basin out-
flow. A fifty-year recurrence runoff, for sxanple, can be ptv&xmd
by one inters rainfall or by a series of lesser events. This fact,
already indicated by various resesrclers, was verified for the water-
shed tent sample by exunim the relation between large-recurrence
rainfalls and runoffs. This required the analysis of detailed re-
cords of rainfall and runoff rates and masses at time intervals of a
few minutes in several watersheds to identify the largest runoff
events, the corresponding hydrographs, and hyetographs of the gener-
ating rainfsll(s). No easily-discernible relation appaared to exist
between the runoff and the rainfall of equal recurrence. The conclu-
sion which was reached is that runoff is sensitive to several factors,
m c y -9 which rainfall rate is only one. Since no direct connection
could be established, further analyses were performed to estimate the
temporal profile, duration, and magnitude of the planning rain.
A oomputer model developed by D.E. Overton was used to determine the
temporal profile of the planning rain. The model simulates the run-
off resultant fram a given rainfall input for a unit width "strip" of
4; .IA
do
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MW length. 8eaeral rainfalls of equal volume but with different
tnmoral profiles ware similated and the resultant runoff h ragragim
r+eoocdied. A significant increase in outflow was apparent from rains
of trianntlar shape. Rainfall records from the test wat eml-ads showed
also that the large recurrence rain profiles tend to be triargnlarly
shaped. It thus appears that the triangular profile should be used
for the planing rain.
As regards the sensitivity of runoff to timing of the rainfall peak,
it was discovered that the discharge peak varieb as the time of peak
rain, rising to a maxima:n and then falling off. The omp.*Ar modal
sh m d it valid to assume that the planning rain should have its max`
imn occur near the midpoint of its duration.
The appr+opariats duration was estimated as well. The strip model
I , -trated that the highest nmoff rate which can be wgmwted from
a rainfall of fixed volume will occur at the time of concentration.
The rainfall, then, must be at least of duration tc to ensure that
the watershed has reached its ultimate outflow rate. Finally, the
reairrence inter%ral of the rain was determined. The rates of peals
rainfalls were plotted against their recurrence intervals for the
nine watershed test sample. The results shoved that for intervals
greater than about fifty years, the increase of rainfall rate was
small. The fifty year recurrence was therefore selected. The
planning rain, then, should be cage of triangular shape, duration of
tc, and of fifty-year recurrence.
.;
11 drologio psaaaing modals will be most aocvzate if they mirror the
conditions amint in the basin during the season when the peaks are
most likely to oomw. it is there ors important to ascertain whether
runoff peeks exhibit seasonal svgularities and to identify the criti-
cal seasons for the watershed under stud.
A geographically diverse sample of watersheds ears selected for this
j,..	 analysis r co Wising 15 ARS basins with records longer than 15 years.
The annual peak discharge for each basin by year and month of occurr-
epos was recorded, and a ehaxt prepssW showing the paobsbility that
an wmual peek would happen in arty giver month. The analysis permits
the tentative oonclusion that in the regions where peak ow" are
dmdner<ted by surface parameter, (Danville, Blacksbav) the distribu-
tion is bimodal, i.e. flood psWw Mend to occur in two distinct per-
iods of the yearn typically late spring and late stammer. Watersheds
in traneition regions (Ooshoeton, Waco) exhibit a less marked sea-
sonal tendency. The probability of occcurenoe of peak flows is more
equally spread over a six to nine month interval. Those basins which
are heavily sub-surface daninant (Safford, Albuquerque) shrew single-
mode distributions. Nearly all their peak flows oocur within a three
month period in late summer.
An analysis of sensitivity of runoff to surface parameters was per-
formed for two purposes:
1) to deterttine how accurately surface characteristics must be
measured for input to models, i.e., what are acceptable
errors in estimation of values of hydrologic parameters.
I
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Z) to develop a red=" for -averaging- surface persmstears -
i
for amwAM the values for eadh point an the watmW into
^arae ao^putationally mwmVeabie sub-arse.
OmVAar rims were therefore made to assess the sensitivity of die-
dw" to the surface parwater of slope and surface friction.
Ta date, amrputer analysis has been conducted for a basin strip of
average dimensions and for a typical rainfall input. Tha principal
findings were 
a) Duration of runoff peak is most sensitive to slops at
values less than about 101. When slopes of watersheds are
greater than 101, an average value can be appro^dunated.
In flat basins, though, more detailed growl truth should
be consulted. The sane sensitivity applies to estimates
of time of cracentration - the critical region consists of
the lamer slopes.
b) Irregula- watershed slopes can be apps+oxSnated by straight
planes where slope variations are lose than about 5%; other-
wine, each strip should be divided with the outflow of the
gVatmost becoming the input to the lower.
C) The runoff peak rate is most sensitive to surface friction
in basins with lower resistivities (n < 0.04), while the
duration of the peak is most sensitive to higher frictions.
It follows that a remotely-sensed estimate of surface cover
needs to be adequate enough to separate it irntn classes
3
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with similar values of Manning's "n". It is patent then
that a remote sensor should be able to separate forests
from fields, fields frrm soil, and soil from urhan areas,
for exanplo.
3.2) De elopinent of Routing I bdule
In large watershedso or in those cumpused of several tributary streams,
the assumption that all areas of the basin contribute to the outflow
hyd ograph simultaneously leads to errors. The hydrograph of each sub-
watershed can differ from those of its neighbors in temporal distribu-
tion, mergritude and duration. The overall outflow from the basin is
the combination of these hydrographs, appropriately added to account
for the time lag required for runoff from each to reach the basin out-
let.
Qnplex watersheds typically contain more than one predominant channel.
The outflow from each sub-area does not drain directly into the main
channel; rather, sane flows first to secondary streams. The oontribu-
tion of certain sub-areas is delayed. An effective hydrologic model
accomplishes this mathematically; it 000Wtes the hydrograoh of each
sub watershed and sums then according to a time-delay (routing) func-
tion.
Ttbe approach to developing the touting module of the peak-rate model
was to approximate a watershed by a series of unit strips and then
to sum the hydrographs according to a time delay function. The model,
therefore, consists of an overland flaw carponent (unit strips) and a
channel flow component (lag time function). In line with the intent
-17-
of this effort, the model was designed to )wsp the mgputing hard-
ware to a minbmm. The modal has successfully bean applied to sar-
sitivity analysis of basin shape and areal distribution of rainfall.
It offers amenability to variable precipitation inputs and surface
conditions, aril, additionally affords ample opportunities for use of
remote sensing inputs.
°.j
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!ilfDt^4GIC ANALYSIS OF TANDBAT I!'9 GMY
This task included three principal aattp - SWAB 9
1) Analysis of the state of the art of tecdmiqurfor measuring
surface chumcteristics of hydrologic signifionoe and of
their cost, implementation time, equipment and skill requi.rer
AMts.
1) Evaluation of the Mecific hydrologic information content of
the four IAND6AT bands and determination of which bands or
ambinatiol of bands are best suited to measuring each model
input •
3) Quantitative hydrologic analysis of a amplete watershed
r	 using LANDSAT imagery and available ground truth.
4.1) Analysis of the State of the Art of Measurement of Hydrologic
Parameters fran Aerately -Sensed Data
This investigation focused upon measurement methods for those rerotely
sensible hydrologic factors of mast immediate value to watershed HOW-
ling:
1) Physiographic Basin Measurement
1) Surface Cover Identification & Classification
3) Soils Classification
It was dete=dned that physiographic data - watershed area, overland
flow length, drainage density, and channel dimensions - avuld be ex-
tracted from LArMW imagery to an accuracy oamparable to other
REPRODUCIBILrry of TIR8
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cm nmly - available sources of ground truth. Surface cover could be
5[
classified by relatively sisgde visual means into categories detailed
' j arwugh for assigning quantitative coefficients. Soils classification
typically relies upon inference from surface cover and is, therefore,
greatly facilitated by the use of ancillary ground truth.
4.2) Analysis of Hydrologic Information content of WDSAT Bands
The objective of this task was to determine the extent to which in-
formation directly applicable to hydrologic models can he gleaned
from the satellite data. To acarplish this function, an image
viewing system was assembled, capable of projecting single or multi-
band LNWM imagery onto a work surface.
Two of the ARS experimental watersheds were selected for visual pho-
tointerpretation of LANDEAT images. Those chosen - the Thorne Cro-- k
basin near Blacksburg, Virginia, and watershed W}-10 near Orford,
Mississippi were singled out due to the availability of adequate
ground truth in the form of topographic maps, soil surveys and aer-
ial pdnoGography. It was found that information sufficient to deter-
mine hydrologic coefficients for these hasins fratn WMFAT data using
relatively unccmplicated visual techniques. Particularly, an estima-
tion of forest area was made for the Oxford watershed, for individual
-	 i
bands and certain two-band combinations. '_"he results (Table 1) show
that accuracies sufficient for modelling can he attained when maasure-
mentR are made from the most appropriate MSS Rani.^	 I^P
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TAM 1
lr BT/1^^ ARh*J1 00PAKE"
Hand 7	 Hand 5
	 Intersection	 Union
5i7	 5i7
low Area	 1730 Ha.
Measured 1309 Ha. 1123 Ha. 1911 Ha.
daimon
	 6.1% 9.3% 2.8% 2.1%Error
	 (81 Ha.) (123 Ha.) (37 Ha.) (28 Ha.)
Comaiasion	 31.1% 21.2% 18.9% 38.38
Error
	 (411 Ha.) (281 Ha.) (250 Ha.) (506 Ha.)
I=vwvbOly	 31%Mbds Error 1.01% 15.1% 44.5%
Actual area - 12% Ha.
	 (from U.S.G.S. 1:24,000 Scale Topographic MW)
The following conclusions could be made regarding the relative value
of each band, limited, of course, to the exaoples analyzed:
1) Send 7 aprears to be best for identification and nrasurensnt
of surface water area. This is hicause of the very low re-
flectance of standing water in the 0.8-1.1um range and con-
sequent high contrast with its surroundings. Though no signi-
ficant urbanization exists in either basin, analysis of the
remainder of the LANDSAT scww showed Bend 7 to be good also
for identification of urban land use.
2) Band 5 offers much more information about vegetation than the
other bands. Where vegetative cover typically appears only
as one or two shades of gray in other bands, Band 5 often
yields twice that number.
RMODUCEBU ITY OF ME
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3) The infarmetion derivable frm Bend 6 is correlated with that
of Band 71 likewise, Bend 4 is correlated with Bond S. In
bath cases, the detail in the former has proven inferior.
Band 4, however, was found useful in the reasurement of road-
courses.
4.3) Quantitative Hydrologic Analysis of INMW Dnagery
The results of the preliminary visual analysis of the Blacksburg and
Oxford waternhsds were sufficiently promising as to warrant its ex-
tension to a detailed study of'a third basin, possessing high-quality
recent ground truth. The objective was to determine how many surface
features could be identified and measured= to assess the accuracies
achievable in the inventory and land use nodes. The Muddy Branch
Cheek in Montgomery County, Maryland, was selected for study. The po-
tential for multiband analysis identified earlier was tested.
It was determined that single bands contain useful but different data
and hypothesized that a composite image would optimize the information
value. This hypothesis was confirmed through irrdepth analysis of the
Mtn Branch basin. The results showed that live categories of surface
cover - forests, fields, lakes, bare soil, and urban areas - could be
distinguished. Surface features of the watershed were identified,
msasu^ed, and checked against aerial photographs ground truth. The in-
ventory node errors, those of mast concern to the modeller, are given
in Table 2. It is clear that estimation errors have been much improved
over those derived from single band analysis. The results showed in-
ventory errbrs to be well within acceptable limits for modelling and
useful for direct aarputatLon of model parameters.
-	
-
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TAM 2
W.
Men 1,376 scree 11 1,604 acres 12 -148
ftawt 3, 068 acres 24 3,192 acres 23 - 48
Talcs 74 scree 1 72 acres 1 + 38
soil 1,420 acres 11 10352 acres 10 + 58
rise ds 7, 044 acres 54 7,480 acres 55 + 68
The multi-band color =Vosites used in the analysis greatly imptoved
the @%vwability of land use categories over single -band imagery.
Quantitative hydrologic coeffic'ents mould be assigned with accvxacies
aonmenurats with those mads from the graund truth.
^ sf^
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CHAPrIM V
Three tasks were undertaken in this efforts 1) the validation of the
peek=	 nodal on an opandsd sft of watarshsds i 2) the 	 I Ins
of a routing modal for complex basins; and, )) the quantitative hydro-
logic analysis of IAt+WM imagery. The findings and results are de-
scribed in the following.
5.1) bgxw ded Validation of the Peak-Rats Model
A thirty-one watershed sample was selected with significant geographic
and hydrologic diversity. The prediction supplied by the modal was
tested for each, with this output om pared to the ^ eoords and to fore-
casts omputed by using three other ommnntional planning modals. The
remote sensing model gave improved variability and accuracies o mnen-
curate to the other three models. Mean errors for the peak rite model
were 56% as =blared with 62.5%, 99.2% and 80.3• for the SCS, Cook and
Rational models, respectively. The rafote-smaing nods' in its current
inplenantation applies to "simple" basins - on, ed of a sin;le pre-
dominant teal, and devoid of significant sub-basins.
Additionally, same potential sources of modelling error were identified
and therefore a nunber of pertinent yuestiom were addressed. First,
the "planning rain" had to be defined. Subsequent analyses led to the
oonclusion that this rain omdd be best approximated by one of trian-
gular shape, having a duration approximately equal to tho time of aon-
centration of the basin and having a recurrence of approximately fifty-
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yeah. Becond t seasonal characteristics of peak flow phunrena wets
investigated to ascertain what irpeats thsy might have on a model.
It was discovered that different geographic regions exhibit varying
seasonal pwperties, but that, within a region the characteristics
are similar. Those basins located in subsurface-daminated areas, for
wwple, show a propensity to produce peak discharge in a two to
•
three month period in late summer hence requiring increased satellite
coverage during this period. The redel, therefore, should measure the
• I
	
physiographic (drainage density) and hydrologic (surface cover, soil
moisture, etc.) d,aract.eristics which exist in the critical season.
Finally, sensitivities of surface parameters were wwrdned. It was
shown that the runoff rates were sensitiv* to slope primarily at low
slopes. FurU;wr, it was found that sensitivity to surface function
rectuires that a re, to sensor be able to classify surface cover into
categories with similar values of Manning's "n".
5.2) Development of a Pouting Model
The need for a model to treat "owplex" basins was identified above.
A model was developed which approximates the watershed by a series
of strips, each havi.nq its own set of surface and rainfall parameters.
The output of these strips is sumed using a sipple time. delay func-
tion which accounts for the length of overland flow and the hydrologic
characteristics of the channel. 'fie axrplete model was applied to an-
alysis of the sensitivity of runoff to basin slope and areal extent of
rainfall. It was discovered that both are significant and should be
provided for by the planting model. The routing rmdel met these cri-
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to ria wA also those of hic*i rnwite sensing input potential and va,
putational simplicity.
11	 5.3) Hydrologic Analysis of IAVOW ilmncwV
The final task was aimed at taming ranote wing directly to deter-
mine hydrologic information content of the LkMSAT bands and to at-
tempt to siMly extract the necessary hydrologic data. It was found
that information sufficient to detexmi.ne several of the important
inputs to the model could be determined fram IANDSAT data using re-
latively unomplic at -d visual techni ques. Mareover, it was deter-
mined that single bwvb contain useful but different data and hypo-
thesised that a coqposite image would optimize the information value.
This hypothesis was oonfirned throu gh analysis of the Muddy Branch
basin. Surface features of the watershad were identified, measured,
and cheWted against aerial photographs cnmund truth. The results
shared inventory errors to he well within acceptable limits for
modelling and useful for direct ocmputation of model parameters.
r^
